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Teaching Portfolios
Teaching dossiers, or portfolios, have been used in
higher education since the 1990s, particularly
guided by the work of Peter Seldin (1989, 1993)
and endorsed by the American Counsel on
Education.

There are many approaches one can take in
designing and presenting the contents of a
teaching portfolio, depending on its use. Think of a
portfolio as an accessible, organized, and
professional way to tell your story to others, while
allowing you to reflect on your teaching and
related experiences in the process.

Although teaching portfolios are frequently used in
review and promotion or for other external
reviews (obligatory), they are also commonly
created voluntarily as well (Rijdt et al, 2006), for
example, in job searches (Bennett & Lindsey,
2005). Faculty have also approached the teaching
portfolio more specifically by focusing on one
course, thereby creating a course portfolio which
can be used in evaluation or in assessment.

Peter Seldin outlines three major components of
the portfolio:
1. What to communicate about my teaching
2. What others communicate about me (peers
and students)
3. Artifacts as evidence of teaching

Cautions:

1. Be cautious not to overload readers with
information
2. As much as possible, present visually unified
artifacts (e.g. keep the same size and typeface)
3. Consider privacy and copyright issues when
selecting materials from others.

Pre-design Questions To Consider
Who is your audience? Before creating a portfolio and
compiling documents, consider your audience and
objectives. Are you on the job market, looking for a
teaching position? Do you want to showcase your broad
range of scholarly activities? Are you being evaluated?

What is the best way to present it? While some still
create three-ring-binders, e-portfolios are growing in
popularity. If you want to share your portfolio with
others easily, an e-portfolio is a good option. Remember
also that portfolios will vary considerably in terms of
creativity. Look at what is typical in your discipline.
What do you need to compile it? A portfolio should
be an organized presentation of your teaching and/or
professional experiences and, thus, not something that
should be compiled in a night. To design your portfolio,
start by reviewing the list of items on the reverse side
and collecting those that best serve your
audience/objectives.

How do you want it to be evaluated? Some research
has identified ways of evaluating various components or
aspects of portfolios, for example, individuality,
navigation, or reflection. See Sulzen and Young (2007)
for more on evaluation.
For help on creating portfolios, consult Kibane and
Milman’s The Digital Teaching Portfolio Workbook
(2005).

The “How To” pedagogies series are quick references pages that define and describe active learning methods to
increase student engagement. Each handout provides basic information and references to get you started.

. . . continued

Key Considerations

Homepage: Introduction

Contact information
Professional Goals and Objectives
Background (overview of profession)
Links to relevant pages (e.g. your current institution’s
or departmental website; professional affiliations)
 Curriculum Vitae can be attached, including teaching
awards and recognitions, certifications, & training.



















Reflections on Teaching
Teaching Philosophy
Diversity and inclusion statement
Portfolio overview, with reflections on and reference
to evidence. Reflections on growth, challenges,
successes
Artifacts
List of Courses Taught
Courses Planned/Able to Teach (e.g. “sample course”)
Course Syllabus (real or sample)
Assessments for class (rubrics, tests, etc.)

From Others
Samples of Student Work (without names, with
permission, excerpts only)
Sample Student Evaluations of Teaching & Comments
Videos or Images of Teaching
Teaching observations
The TennTLC offers consultation for assembling all types of teaching
portfolios.

Using Online Platforms

Valentyna Sagan (Own work) [CC BY-SA 3.0
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)], via Wikimedia Commons

Both Google Sites and PortfolioGen are e-portfolio
sites with free accounts, with customizable options
such as varying layouts and themes, as well as picture,
video, and file uploads in addition to standard
document files. With template options, users need
less design experience.
Vitae, a service of The Chronicle of Higher Education,
offers a free dossier service to help you organize and
manage the contents of your portfolio. Although less
flexible than the sites above, it exists within a wellknown academic job site.
WordPress is another popular alternative for teaching
portfolios. Which can be neatly designed in the form of
a website. Accounts are free, is also available as a
mobile app for both Droid and IOS.GF
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Contact the TennTLC for more information, workshops, or
consultations at 974-3807 or tenntlc@utk.edu.
Visit our site: http://tenntlc.utk.edu.
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